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Creating Tutorials with 
Web-Based Authoring 
and Heads-Up Capture

T ools for capturing and author-
ing tutorials typically support 
a limited set of media and thus 
restrict expressiveness. Past work 
has shown that relying on a sin-

gle media type is rarely the best way to convey 
expository content.1 For certain tasks, video 
is particularly helpful (relative to static graph-
ics),2,3 because some tasks involve gradual pro-
gressions that can be difficult to capture in static 

photos—for example, fluffing 
egg whites. Other tasks, such 
as playing musical instru-
ments, can require multimedia 
feedback.

Video can also help coor-
dinate a set of steps into a co-
hesive sequence. For example, 
we could depict the act of kick-
ing a football using a series of 

static shots—lining up the foot, striking the ball 
at a particular spot, following through, and so 
on—but without seeing these individual ele-
ments combined in a swift strike, it might be 
difficult to verify the correctness of the compos-
ite end result. Furthermore, using video doesn’t 
preclude integrating static content—many video 
editing tools support the integration of static 
photos that can be “played” for some period of 
time within the video. Semiautomated systems 

can also help condense expository video into 
more consumable clips.4 However, past work 
has also shown that video is not the best format 
for all learning tasks.5 In some cases, the best 
approach involves combining text with static 
graphics.6

For these reasons, mixing different types 
of media in the authoring process is critical 
for creating effective how-to videos (how tos). 
Capturing content in the medium best suited to 
convey information is similarly important. Our 
early need-finding work indicated that many 
tutorial authors had difficulty recording com-
plicated procedures with standard mounted 
cameras, suggesting a role for head-mounted 
capture. This approach stands to benefit tuto-
rial users as well, because past work has sug-
gested that first-person video instruction can 
improve performance on assembly7 and learn-
ing8 tasks. 

In this article, we explore the use of head-
mounted capture for tutorial content creation. 
We built a set of tools for this, including a head-
mounted content capture application. Our how-
to authoring toolset lets users tailor the media 
capture, authoring, and annotation approach to 
the task being documented. Using these tools, 
we report on the results of a user study focused 
on the use of head-mounted devices to compose 
how-to videos.

The authors built a Google Glass-based head-mounted media capture 
application for authoring tutorials and studied its use compared to 
standalone (camera-on-tripod) equipment. Tutorial creators preferred 
the wearable device, especially when recording activities involving larger 
objects in nontabletop environments.
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ShowHow: A Tutorial  
Authoring System
In our previous need-finding work, we 
interviewed nine tutorial creators about 
their how-to creation practices and 
were able to observe two participants 
as they jointly created a how-to guide.9 
We found the following:

•	The capture process often is funda-
mentally subordinate to performing 
the documented activity itself. Au-
thors are frustrated when their cap-
ture devices obstruct or complicate 
completing the activity. They are also 
likely to use familiar tools such as 
their camera phones and are willing 
to trade capture quality for increased 
usability and convenience.

•	Authors need to be able to choose a 
capture device suited to the context 
of the activity—what is being docu-
mented and where—to make media 
capture as unobtrusive as possible. 

•	Different tutorials have different 
capture requirements. Tabletop tu-
torials tend to focus on the construc-
tion of smaller objects and involve 
fewer camera-angle changes and 
longer shots. On the other hand, 
how-tos concerning other tasks 
(such as automotive or home repair) 
necessarily require a wider variety of 
camera angles and shorter-duration 
shots.

•	Authors had difficulty creating a nar-
rative using video exclusively. Many 
content creators wanted to import 
and link to external content as well 
as bookmark and annotate impor-
tant sections of their video. They 
wanted to link dynamically to other 
examples or versions of the object or 
activity they were documenting.

The last item is consistent with 
the work of Cristen Torrey and her 
 colleagues, who found that how-to 
“sharing occurs within and across 
a collection of communication tools 
without any centralized control.”10

Based on these findings, we built a 
Web-based tool, called ShowHow, 

with support for authoring and anno-
tating tutorials.9 However, pilot stud-
ies revealed it to be frustrating to use. 
Ultimately, we found that the interface 
failed to integrate into the flow of us-
ers’ workaday tasks, largely because 
it forced users to interact with media 
indirectly.

We then redesigned ShowHow to 
emphasize direct manipulation and re-
mixing of multimedia content. Now, 
for example, users can drag media di-
rectly onto the page and our system will 
automatically create a well-formatted 
annotation. Importantly, the system 
supports representing, integrating, and 
manipulating a wide variety of media 
formats, including audio, PDF, photo, 
video, animated GIF, and text. Users 
can capture content with ShowHow 
capture applications or a third-party 
mobile client of their choosing, and use 
ShowHow’s HTML5-based drag-and-
drop authoring tools to assemble cap-
tured media into a tutorial.

Head-Mounted Capture
Head-mounted devices offer a potential 
opportunity to shift authors’ attention 
and effort away from capture devices 
and toward completing the activity to 
be documented. Holding a mobile de-
vice can limit users’ range of motion, 
but even when users place a device on a 
tripod, they still must frame the content 
through a viewfinder that might be dif-
ficult to see if the author is away from 
the tripod. Tripod mounts can also be 
tedious or difficult to move between 
and especially during shots.

For these reasons, we decided to 
build a wearable capture application. 
Our goal was to build as unobtrusive a 
tool as possible. As previous need-find-
ing work showed, the wearable system 
shouldn’t force the user into unnatural 
actions or obscure the subject of the tu-
torial. At the same time, users should be 
able to predict what the system is going 
to record. If users are unsure whether 
their actions are within the captured 
field of view, they will try to center the 
activity within the recording frame. 

Thus, mounting the capture device to 
the head near the eyes is ideal.

A head-mounted system could be 
similar to augmented reality (AR) 
displays. However, unlike AR sys-
tems (such as those described by Ste-
ven Feiner and colleagues11 and by Bui 
Minh Khuong and colleagues12) that 
primarily support tutorial access, in a 
wearable capture system, the user needs 
only straightforward methods to start 
and stop recording, review their record-
ing, snap photos, and so on. That said, 
simpler head-mounted capture devices 
such as GoPro cameras (http://gopro.
com) fail to provide enough interactive 
feedback for users. They might also re-
quire users to consult a mobile device 
during and after recording, which can 
be cumbersome.

In the end, we chose to use Google 
Glass because it sits between these two 
extremes. Its design is relatively unob-
trusive; for example, Glass is not a gog-
gle-like wraparound but rather a svelte 
form factor that

•	 obscures only a small fraction of the 
visual field;

•	 does not require wires that could hin-
der movement during recording; and

•	 includes a display for simple feed-
back, a camera near the eye, and 
modest interaction methods (such as 
touch commands).

Our aim was to reduce required in-
teraction during content capture and 
allow how-to authors to focus on their 
message rather than on the capture tool. 
However, the built-in camera applica-
tion on Glass has several drawbacks. 
First, there is no preview for taking pic-
tures; this forces users to take photos 
without knowing how well the content 
of interest is framed. Second, to record 
clips longer than 10 seconds, users must 
make a separate selection. Third, at the 
time of our research, none of the ap-
plications available supported upload-
ing captures automatically—they all 
required the user to specifically select a 
photo or video and then “share” it with 
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an application that would then upload 
the media to a remote service.

We thus developed our own capture 
application for Google Glass, which 
lets users take pictures and record vid-
eos with glanceable preview. The appli-
cation automatically uploads captured 
content to the ShowHow server and 
imposes no video duration restrictions 
(see Figure 1). The ShowHow Glass ap-
plication is built on an Android plat-
form version 4.0.3. It uses the Glass De-
velopment Kit library’s gesture detector 
to recognize different gestures on the 
Glass touchpad. A separate component 
handles uploads to the server.

The ShowHow Glass application 
consists of three views. From the main 
menu, users select whether they want 
to take pictures or record videos. To 
navigate, the user swipes forward or 
backward on the touchpad attached 
to the Glass frame and taps the touch-
pad to make a selection. Users return 
to the main menu by swiping down on 
the touchpad. In picture view a single 
tap takes a picture, while in video view 
the first tap starts and the second tap 
stops the recording (Figure 1a). Glass’s 
display shows a viewfinder while in 
capture mode, making the recording 
glanceable. Media is uploaded auto-
matically, and the upload progress is 
updated in the top-right corner of the 
Google Glass screen. The Glass appli-
cation uploads files asynchronously, 
and they appear in the Web application 
as they become available. After the me-
dia files are uploaded, they are visible in 
ShowHow (Figure 1b) in the order they 
became available. Then the creator can 
drag and drop media into the Show-
How authoring tool (Figure 1c and 1d).

Authoring How-Tos with ShowHow
ShowHow supports both video-based 
and document-based methods for au-
thoring. How-to content is commonly 
structured according to the steps that 
comprise the documented activity. Both 
authoring approaches let users com-
bine different types of media to craft 
tutorials that optionally include step 

Figure 1. Capturing media with the ShowHow Glass application. (a) Authors snap 
a photo or record a video using the application. (b) ShowHow automatically 
synchronizes the media to its webserver and client. (c) From there, authors can drag 
and drop media into the ShowHow authoring tool. (d) Finally, authors can add text 
annotations describing the captured content.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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 boundaries, step sequence, step im-
portance, and references to other con-
tent or activity beyond the immediate 
scope of the current how-to. The key 
distinction is that the video-based ap-
proach fundamentally relies on a tem-
poral organizational metaphor wherein 
the system plays through the video and 
associated bookmarks, while the docu-
ment-based approach relies on a spatial 
organizational metaphor wherein the 
user scrolls through content.

The process of creating a video-based 
how-to involves uploading raw content, 
editing that content, and then adding 
bookmarks and multimedia annota-
tions to augment the how-to. To sup-
port rapidly combining and remixing 
short clips, we built an HTML5-based 
video creator. Authors can drag and 
drop video clips onto the tool, drag 
to reorder clips, and play each clip 

 individually. They can also produce a 
higher-quality clip with any external 
editing tool and upload it to our sys-
tem to take advantage of our tools’ 
rich multimedia annotation abilities. 
Figure 2 shows an example of a video-
based tutorial created during our study. 
When the author is satisfied with the 
order and edits of individual clips, she 
clicks a button to create a composite 
clip. Once processing is complete, she 
can view the video and begin adding 
markups.

The document-based approach lays 
out each step in the process separately 
using dedicated text and media. Figure 3 
shows a document-based tutorial created 
with ShowHow. To start, a user drags 
media to the tool. This creates a “tag” 
where the user can add annotations. As 
in the video-based case, annotations in-
clude text and an  arbitrary  number of 

media elements. Each  annotation is au-
tomatically assigned the current tag as it 
is created. The temporal sequencing of 
the video clips within the video-based 
tutorial corresponds to the vertical ar-
rangement of the multimedia annota-
tions in the document-based tutorial.

The document approach has some 
advantages over the video approach: 
steps can be skimmed with a glance, 
searched more directly, and never need 
to be “paused.” In contrast, the video 
approach is more dynamic and doesn’t 
require manually advancing step by 
step. We examine head-mounted cap-
ture in conjunction with authoring 
both types of how-tos.

User Study
To assess the prospects of wearable 
capture for tutorial creation, we com-
pared our head-mounted capture 

Figure 2. A video-based tutorial created by a participant in the study. This tutorial includes three steps (bookmarks) as well as 
annotations at the beginning and end with photos showing the full figure (in this case, a completed Lego robot).

(a) (b)

(c)
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 system with portable cameras on tri-
pods in two common tutorial creation 
scenarios: working at a table and freely 
moving around a larger object. These 

two  situations impose different require-
ments that influence how creators ap-
proach and experience the media cap-
ture process. A camera on a tripod can 

require extensive manipulation, which 
might limit the number of angles a per-
son can choose for recording objects 
of interest; however, it can produce 
higher-quality media. Our study fo-
cuses on users’ experiences with head-
mounted capture and tripod-based cap-
ture in both of these settings.

As capture devices, we used Google 
Glass running the ShowHow Glass 
application and a Nexus 4 camera on 
tripod. We set up the Nexus 4 to au-
tomatically save media to a Dropbox 
folder, which would upload the media 
to a computer for editing, simulating the 
automatic upload implemented in our 
ShowHow Glass capture application. In 
both conditions, participants authored 
a tutorial by dragging media into the 
ShowHow Web authoring tool from ei-
ther the ShowHow Web client (Glass) or 
the Dropbox folder (Nexus 4).

We asked 12 people to each cre-
ate two tutorials (in separate sessions) 
demonstrating how to build a robot at 
least eight layers tall with Lego blocks. 
They were free to choose the structure 
and focus of their tutorials, but the final 
versions of the tutorials had to enable 
viewers to build an exact replica. In one 
tutorial, the participants sat at a table 
and used regular-size Lego blocks (see 
Figure 4a); in the other, they used larger 
foam bricks on the floor (see Figure 4b). 
The participants used different capture 
devices for the two tutorials: Google 
Glass and a camera on a tripod. Dur-
ing the design phase, we encouraged the 
participants to try out the recording de-
vice and authoring tool. They were also 
asked to frame the videos and photos to 
best suit their needs by moving the tri-
pod or changing the recording position 
while wearing Google Glass. After each 
tutorial, participants answered ques-
tionnaires about their experience with 
our tools. The participants spent on av-
erage 23 minutes, with a standard de-
viation (SD) of 15.0 minutes, per study 
session.

We created our authoring tools for 
amateur tutorial producers. Since part 
of our aim was to explore the ease of 

Figure 4. Creating tutorials that demonstrate how to build a robot with Lego blocks. 
(a) A user completing the tabletop task while recording with Glass. The media is 
synchronized automatically to the webpage shown on the monitor. (b) For the 
floor task, participants used foam blocks much larger than their standard Lego 
counterparts.

Figure 3. A document-based tutorial created by a participant in the study. This 
11-step document uses a combination of photos, videos, and rich text to illustrate 
the construction of a robot using large blocks. The first, seventh, and tenth steps are 
shown in detail (on the right). Note that in the seventh step, the video starts at 36 
seconds, indicating that the tutorial creator trimmed the original video clip.

(a) (b)
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use of the toolset, we used infrequent 
tutorial producers for our study. All 
participants had experience with video 
editing and making tutorials, although 
most (10) participants made tutorials 
less than once a year. The remaining 
two made up to six tutorials per year.

The order and combination of the 
three independent variables (activity 
location, capture device, and authoring 
method) was balanced over all partici-
pants. All participants used both cap-
ture devices and both authoring meth-
ods (video-based and document-based).

Results and Discussion
Many factors influence the choice of 
capture devices and authoring tools. 
In our discussion, we focus on the cre-
ators’ media capture experience and the 
quality and characteristics of the cap-
tured media.

Experience with the  
Capture Devices
We asked the study participants to com-
pare the capture devices in  activities 

with small versus large models (see 
Figure 5). We found that participants 
significantly preferred Glass for captur-
ing a large model but reported equal 
preference for the two devices when 
capturing a small model (using the 
Wilcoxon paired signed rank test, Z = 
–2.16, p < 0.05). They also preferred 
head-mounted capture while speaking 
and while working with their hands. 
Participants’ comments reflected feel-
ing comfortable with head-mounted 
capture when working with large ob-
jects or actively moving. Five of the 
participants felt that the camera and 
tripod would be best suited for record-
ing stable video and when no movement 
or different angles are required, such as 
detailed work in a static location.

For content creators, feeling confi-
dence in the capture method is critical. 
Our data indicates that participants 
found head-mounted capture straight-
forward to use, provided good feedback 
about what was in view, and required 
minimal setup. Specifically, half of the 
participants said they appreciated that 

the camera would share their field of 
view while building the robots. The 
following are representative statements 
from two participants:

•	 “Once I got the hang of it, I was able 
to check with a glance the recorded 
video framing/quality etc. without 
taking my eyes off the model/task at 
hand” (Participant 2).

•	 “It’s more natural and what you see is 
what you get so less time [is] wasted 
in adjusting the camera or the object” 
(Participant 4).

Users also reported some difficul-
ties using Glass to capture photos and 
videos. Three participants felt they had 
to regularly check that Glass’s camera 
was recording what they wanted. One 
participant said, “Occasionally this 
distracted from the task as I was look-
ing at what the viewfinder was display-
ing” (Participant 8). Those who didn’t 
check the viewfinder during recording 
sometimes noticed later that the ob-
jects they intended to show in the video 

Figure 5. The number of participants preferring the camera on tripod, Google Glass, or equal (no) preference when (a) showing 
their small and large models from different angles, (b) showing their small and large models and speaking (nobody preferred 
using the tripod to add speech to the video while working with large Lego blocks), and (c) showing their small and large models 
and manipulating an item with their hands.
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were outside the frame, either partially 
or completely. Although Glass’s line of 
sight matches well with the wearer’s, 
five participants pointed out that this 
is not always sufficient; Participant 10 
said, “Sometimes I forgot to keep my 
head pointed to my hands.” Also par-
ticipants noted that when recording 
smaller objects, Glass had no ability to 
zoom in (noted by two of the 12 partici-
pants—that is, 2/12) or show certain 
angles (2/12). Moving the head closer 
to the object might not feel natural or 
comfortable. Participant 4 explained, 
“Since you’re wearing Glass, certain 
angle e.g. near the floor is hard to re-
cord.” We noticed one participant tilt-
ing his head to get a good close view 
when trying to capture a Lego block 
close to the floor. However, this did not 
result in a good shot of the block when 
the video image suddenly tilted.

Participants had mixed feelings 
about the camera-on-tripod setup. Four 
participants considered this setup con-
venient, while others focused on draw-
backs such as the difficulty seeing what 
the camera was recording (5/12), the 
need for additional adjustment of the 
camera angle (4/12), and the constraint 
of working within the camera’s field of 
view (3/12). Here are two representa-
tive comments:

•	 “I wasn’t sure if the object was in the 
field of view of the camera, and it was 
kind of complicated to check if the 
object is being viewed and document 
the build process at the same time” 
(Participant 8).

•	 “The initial tripod setup was non-
trivial and I was less inclined to mess 
with it once it was set up and so I 
ended [up] moving the model around 
and closer to the camera to get dif-
ferent angles and better shots” (Par-
ticipant 2).

According to our participants, the 
main advantages of using a camera on 
a tripod were good control of the cam-
era angle (5/12) and the good quality of 
the resulting video (4/12).

Our results also indicate that tutorial 
creators value the convenience and con-
fidence Glass gives them over potential 
quality issues. This tradeoff was par-
ticularly evident when working with a 
larger model that required movement 
over a larger area. Setup with Glass is 
minimal: the creator can simply move 
to a new position. Feedback of how well 
the content is framed is accessible with 
a glance. Video can become more shaky 
than when capturing with a camera on 
tripod, but the value of unrestricted 
movements and instant feedback was 
clearly higher for our participants.

Captured Media
To explore how participants used the 
tools available to them, we examined 
the media captured for the tutorials, 
and how participants manipulated 
the camera or robot to show different 
perspectives. On average, participants 
captured 8.5 photos (SD = 10.80) with 
Glass and 7.0 photos (SD = 5.84) with 
a camera on tripod, and 3.1 video snip-
pets (SD = 3.68) with Glass and 4.2 
video snippets (SD = 2.86) with a cam-
era on tripod. The total video duration 
was 144 seconds (SD = 79.7) for video 
captured with Glass and 148 seconds 
(SD = 143.5) for video captured by a 
camera on tripod. None of these differ-
ences were significant. The location did 
not impact either the number of photos 
or video snippets or the captured video 
duration. The tutorial’s topic dictates to 
some extent how much media the par-
ticipants need to capture to convey their 
intended message. In this study, we held 
the topic constant so that we could ex-
amine whether different capture tools 
produce different strategies for captur-
ing the necessary media. 

An object can be depicted from dif-
ferent angles by either moving the cam-
era or moving the object itself. When 
working with regular-sized (smaller) 
Lego blocks, the participants rarely 
moved the camera and tripod (M = 
0.4 times, SD = 0.79) and instead ma-
nipulated the Lego model to show mul-
tiple views. The participants were just 

as likely to move the Lego model when 
capturing with Glass as with a cam-
era on tripod, 4.6 moves per tutorial 
(SD = 6.29). Moving a large object is 
more difficult, and thus the participants 
moved the camera and tripod—on av-
erage 4.6 times (SD = 5.53) with the 
larger bricks. Clearly, the need to frame 
the Lego robot from different perspec-
tives was equal when creating the tuto-
rial on the tabletop and on the floor; 
only the method differed.

When focusing on shifts in fram-
ing (such as changes in angle, pan, or 
zoom) within the recorded videos, we 
found that participants made signifi-
cantly more framing shifts per minute 
(M = 6.0 shifts, SD = 4.78) using Glass 
compared to using a camera on tripod  
(M = 1.4, SD = 2.91; F(1, 10) = 15.00,  
p < 0.01). In fact, 69 percent (SD = 34.7) 
of the framing shifts in videos captured 
by Glass were made within a video snip-
pet. When capturing with a camera on 
tripod, the participants made 33 percent 
(SD = 37.5) of the framing shifts within 
a video snippet. In addition, the partici-
pants made most of these framing shifts 
while working with the large Lego blocks 
on the floor (M = 6.2 shifts per minute, 
SD = 5.02), compared to when they 
were using the tabletop (M = 1.2 shifts 
per minute, SD = 1.76, F(1, 10) = 18.2,  
p < 0.01). The large majority of the fram-
ing shifts seated at the table were done 
when the participants were using Glass 
(M = 2.3, SD = 1.91). While captur-
ing with Glass, the framing shifts were 
sometimes an unintentional byproduct 
of participants’ head movements.

On average, the participants retained 
89 percent of the captured video in their 
final edited tutorials. The participants 
often trimmed the start and end point 
of a video snippet, as these generally 
contained more inadvertent framing 
shifts. Overall, these results show that 
participants using Glass to record larger 
objects more often changed the fram-
ing of the object to better convey im-
portant aspects of the building process 
compared to when they used a camera 
on tripod. The reason might be that a 
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change in framing can easily be done 
by moving the head or the body when 
wearing Glass. The threshold for doing 
a framing shift with a camera on tripod 
appears to be considerably higher.

Tutorial Media Quality
We asked three judges, professional and 
amateur photographers and videogra-
phers, to evaluate each tutorial’s media 
quality. They rated the media used in the 
tutorials (photo, video, and audio) on 
a seven-point scale based on sharpness, 
focus, and framing. Media quality is of 
course only one aspect of the tutorial’s 
overall effectiveness. However, it is im-
portant because the media must illus-
trate important steps. If the video is too 
shaky or badly framed, or the audio is 
inaudible, a tutorial consumer will have 
more trouble following it. Of the 10 top-
rated tutorials on media quality, seven 
were recorded with Glass and three with 
a camera on tripod. In comparison, of 
the 10 tutorials with the lowest ratings, 
four were recorded with Glass and six 
were recorded with a camera on tripod.

These results are interesting because 
the participants perceived improved re-
cording quality when using the camera 
on a tripod. A head-mounted camera is 
more sensitive to head movements, and 
the camera angle on Google Glass is not 
quite designed for recording manipula-
tions with the hands close to the body. 
For this kind of recording, the partici-
pants needed to consciously frame the 
capture. However, through the com-
plete authoring process, the participants 
managed to create tutorials with equal 
or better quality using head-mounted 
capture than using a camera on tripod.

In sum, users found head-mounted 
capture at least as effective as using a 
camera on tripod across our study con-
ditions, and they preferred it for larger 
activities. They also preferred head-
mounted capture for adding natural 
narration from multiple vantage points. 
Working at a tabletop, using a camera 
on a tripod is an equally good alter-
native. The content they obtained us-
ing head-mounted capture in turn was 

judged to be of equal or higher quality 
than that of the camera on a tripod.

C reating a tutorial requires 
capturing descriptive and 
procedural content and 
rendering it so that viewers 

can comprehend and recreate the steps 
taken. In our study, we have seen that 
seamless capture of tutorial content 
lets the authors focus on exposition. 
Head-mounted capture was perceived 
as easy to use, having a minimal setup 
with good feedback, and a first-person 
view of the content. The Glass applica-
tion was seen as particularly useful for 
creating tutorial content involving large 
objects where authors needed to move 
around to show different viewpoints.

Our findings support the idea that 
head-mounted devices that integrate 

capture and some form of real-time 
feedback “could introduce a new 
form of interactive manual into the 
world.”13 Once capture tools are 
paired with complementary access 
applications (which we are in the pro-
cess of building), users will be able to 
view and navigate both video- and 
document-based tutorials on a head-
mounted display and capture system. 
With this end-to-end system, we might 
come to use these devices to construct 
threaded conversations with family, 
friends, and colleagues about how to 
interact with everyday objects in our 
world.

Additionally, we found that a close 
integration between capture and 
 composition tools streamlines the au-
thoring process. Our suite of Web tools 
enables users to combine a variety of 
media to convey tutorial  material. We 
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intend to evaluate how the different 
metaphors in the authoring model im-
pact how and what tutorial creators 
capture. We believe it’s important to 
understand the whole cycle of cap-
ture, authoring, and tutorial access to 
be able to design tools suited for the 
unique multimedia capture and con-
sumption requirements of tutorial 
 content. 
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